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Synopsis Ecoimmunology utilizes techniques from traditionally laboratory-based disciplines—for example, immunology,

genomics, proteomics, neuroendocrinology, and cell biology—to reveal how the immune systems of wild organisms both

shape and respond to ecological and evolutionary pressures. Immunological phenotypes are embedded within a mech-

anistic pathway leading from genotype through physiology to shape higher-order biological phenomena. As such, ‘‘mech-

anisms’’ in ecoimmunology can refer to both the within-host processes that shape immunological phenotypes, or it can

refer the ways in which different immunological phenotypes alter between-organism processes at ecological and evolu-

tionary scales. The mechanistic questions ecoimmunologists can ask, both within-organisms and between-organisms,

however, often have been limited by techniques that do not easily transfer to wild, non-model systems. Thus, a major

focus in ecoimmunology has been developing and refining the available toolkit. Recently, this toolkit has been expanding

at an unprecedented rate, bringing new challenges to choosing techniques and standardizing protocols across studies. By

confronting these challenges, we will be able to enhance ecoimmunological inquiries into the physiological basis of life-

history trade-offs; the development of low-cost biomarkers for susceptibility to disease; and the investigation of the

ecophysiological underpinnings of disease ecology, behavior, and the coevolution of host–parasite systems. The technical

advances in, and crossover technologies from, disciplines associated with ecoimmunology and how these advances can

help us understand the mechanistic basis of immunological variability in wild species were the focus of the symposium,

Methods and Mechanisms in Ecoimmunology.

What Is Ecoimmunology?

Ecoimmunology is an emerging discipline that seeks

to understand the physiological, ecological, and evo-

lutionary causes and consequences of variation in

immune systems (Sheldon and Verhulst 1996;

Schulenburg et al. 2009; Martin et al. 2011a;

Demas and Nelson 2012b; Zimmerman et al. 2014).

To do so, ecoimmunology utilizes techniques from

traditionally laboratory-based disciplines—for exam-

ple, immunology, genomics, proteomics, neuroendo-

crinology, and cell biology—to reveal how the

immune systems of wild organisms both shape and

respond to ecological and evolutionary pressures. By

focusing on interactions between the immune system

and other physiological processes within individuals,

as well as variation in immunity across individuals,

populations, and species, research in ecoimmunology

can illuminate mechanisms underlying higher-order

patterns in areas such as the evolution of life history

(Sheldon and Verhulst 1996; Lochmiller and

Deerenberg 2000; Ricklefs and Wikelski 2002; Lee

2006), disease ecology (Alizon and van Baalen

2008; Boots et al. 2009; Day et al. 2011; Hawley

and Altizer 2011; Adelman forthcoming 2015), phe-

notypic plasticity (Sadd and Schmid-Hempel 2009),

and evolutionary constrains (Martin et al. 2008,

2011b; Ardia et al. 2011; Cohen et al. 2012;

Robinson and Klein 2012). One theme running

through this diversity of topics related to ecoimmu-

nology is the potential to link phenomena from
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different levels of biological organization. In this

regard, the term ‘‘mechanisms’’ in ecoimmunology

can refer to processes within organisms that produce

particular immunological phenotypes, or it can refer

to the ways in which different immunological phe-

notypes alter phenomena at ecological and evolu-

tionary scales. Although presented as a dichotomy

here, by integrating these different definitions of

mechanisms, ecoimmunology has the potential to il-

luminate how genotypes lead to immunological phe-

notypes expressed in wild organisms and how these

phenotypes relate to patterns at ecological and evo-

lutionary levels (Fig. 1). Here, we first explore ecoim-

munological mechanisms at the within-organism

level, before discussing how immune phenotypes

can themselves act as mechanisms, altering higher-

level processes such as the evolution of life histories

and the dynamics of infectious diseases.

Within-individual mechanisms
underlying ecoimmunological traits

Much work in ecoimmunology has investigated

proximate, within-individual mechanisms that drive

variation in immunity (Lee 2006; Martin et al. 2008;

French et al. 2009; Ashley et al. 2012; Demas and

Nelson 2012a; Hasselquist and Nilsson 2012;

Robinson and Klein 2012; Graham 2013). Although

the term ‘‘mechanisms’’ carries different meanings

across biological disciplines, for the purposes of

this review we define within-individual mechanisms

broadly as those physiological processes, whether ge-

netic, endocrine, neural, or molecular, with the ca-

pacity to modulate immune responses, and thus

explain variation in specific immune response

within and across individuals, populations, and

species.

Because natural selection does not act upon single

traits in isolation, but upon organisms as integrated

units, understanding how different immunological

phenotypes arise requires an understanding of how

the immune system interacts with other physiological

systems (Ardia et al. 2011; Martin et al. 2011b;

Cohen et al. 2012). Revealing the cellular and mo-

lecular processes that underlie such interactions can

improve our understanding of how organisms inte-

grate environmental information to shape physiolog-

ical, immunological, and life-history traits (Zera and

Harshman 2001; Ricklefs and Wikelski 2002; Lee

2006).

When considering the mechanisms underlying in-

teractions between the immune system and other

physiological systems, Ardia et al. (2011) provided

a useful distinction between (1) temporary trade-

offs among traits caused by suboptimal investment

Fig. 1 Immunological traits studied in ecoimmunological studies themselves can be mechanisms that underpin patterns seen in ecology

and evolution, thereby leading to a better understanding and to better predictions about these patterns. As phenotypic traits them-

selves, however, immunological phenotypes can also be better understood by understanding the mechanisms that mediate their

expression within the organism.
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due to limited resources and (2) more permanent

constraints caused by genetics, epigenetics, and phys-

iological controls. In this section, we first review

concepts and methods related to resource-based

trade-offs in ecoimmunology. We then discuss

other constraints on immune responses, highlighting

the emerging idea of physiological regulatory net-

works and integrators as mediators of trade-offs.

Resource-based trade-offs and allocation versus

acquisition

Trade-offs among traits caused by limited resources

are typically addressed under the principle of alloca-

tion: when traits compete for finite resources, expres-

sion of all traits cannot be maximized simultaneously

(Stearns 1992). The immune system is expensive in

energy and nutrients, and when resources are lim-

ited, immune function can trade-off with other

costly activities (Klasing and Leshchinsky 1999;

Lochmiller and Deerenberg 2000; Norris and Evans

2000; Demas et al. 2012; Iseri and Klasing 2013). For

example, a trade-off between immune function and

reproduction has been demonstrated in collared fly-

catchers (Ficedula albicollis); those with experimen-

tally increased broods produce fewer antibodies to

vaccinations with Newcastle virus, and birds with

experimentally decreased broods produced more

antibodies (Nordling et al. 1998). Similarly, tree liz-

ards (Urosaurus ornatus) reduced investment in re-

production in the face of immune challenges when

food was limited, and they were immunosuppressed

when investment in reproduction was experimentally

increased or when food was limited and they were

performing costly reproductive activities (French

et al. 2007a, 2007b).

Although the principle of allocation predicts a

negative correlation between traits that share a

common resource pool (Stearns 1992), often positive

correlations are found between traits when this cor-

relation is explored between individuals. Van

Noordwijk (1986) proposed an explanation for this

paradox. Namely, individuals acquire different quan-

tities of a resource, and individuals with more re-

sources can allocate more resources to both traits

(e.g., the ‘‘big houses and big cars’’ paradox).

Thus, within an individual for a given level of re-

sources, trade-offs in allocation are expected.

Between-individuals, however, if differences in acqui-

sition are more variable than differences in alloca-

tion, acquisition can drive observed patterns and

result in positive correlations among traits (De

Jong and Van Noordwijk 1992). Life-history theory

illuminates when differences in allocation and

acquisition should drive patterns of phenotypic rela-

tionships, but why do some individuals have more

resources available to them, and what specific

resources truly limit the expression of given pheno-

types? A mechanistic understanding of these trade-

offs will provide answers to both of these questions.

Indeed, a recent study detailing interactions among

fecundity, metabolic rates, food consumption, and

body weight in Drosophila melanogaster concluded

that reduction in food caused by infection-induced

anorexia, rather than by changes in allocation from

reproduction to immune responses, caused a de-

crease in fecundity during an immunological chal-

lenge (Bashir-Tanoli and Tinsley 2014).

In a similar manner, basic theory makes predic-

tions about interspecific patterns of investment in

survival and reproduction, but what drives those re-

lationships and decisions about allocation? A mech-

anistic understanding of how these trade-offs are

mediated will enhance understanding of the relation-

ships between different levels of organization and the

patterns seen at these different levels. For example,

the hypotheses introduced by Lee (2006) proposed

different patterns of investment into immune de-

fenses when comparing individuals within a popula-

tion, between populations, and between species.

Potential mechanisms were also proposed by Lee

(2006), and these hypotheses have been the founda-

tion for many studies in ecoimmunology. Downs

and Dochtermann (2014) detail similar logic using

a trade-off between basal metabolic rate and anti-

body production as an example and provide a statis-

tical framework for simultaneously estimating

correlations within individuals and among individ-

uals; within species and among species; and within

individuals, among individuals, and among species.

This study not only highlights the need for new and

adapted statistical tools to answer complicated ques-

tions in ecoimmunology (Buehler et al. 2011; Downs

and Dochtermann 2014), but it also highlights the

importance of understanding immune mechanisms

at multiple levels, again stressing the critical nature

of comparative research (and methods) in

ecoimmunology.

Evolutionary constraints, physiological regulatory

networks, and integrators

In contrast to the temporary trade-offs caused by

limited resources, other constraints caused by genet-

ics, epigenetics, or physiological controls can more

permanently impact the expression of immune phe-

notypes (Ardia et al. 2011). Experiments using

artificial selection provide some of the most striking
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examples of how such processes can alter immune

phenotypes in more-permanent ways (Swallow et al.

2009). For example, laboratory mice (Mus musculus

domesticus) selected for high maximal metabolic rate

also exhibited impaired inflammatory responses,

even though food was not limited (Downs et al.

2013). Similarly, chickens (Gallus gallus domesticus)

selected for divergent specific antibody responses also

differed in levels of natural antibodies, growth, and

egg production (Gross et al. 1980; Siegel et al. 1982;

Parmentier et al. 2004). Because these results high-

light evolved traits that persist, even when resources

are not limited, they illustrate the potential for ge-

netically-based constraints on immune phenotypes.

Recently, several authors proposed that the best

way to understand the constraints and plasticity of

physiological phenotypes is by understanding the

regulatory networks that mediate physiological pro-

cesses (Martin et al. 2011b; Cohen et al. 2012). In

brief, such physiological regulatory networks consist

of a system of signaling molecules, grouped into sub-

networks, each of which regulates a particular set of

physiological processes (e.g., digestion, immune re-

sponses, and reproduction) (Cohen et al. 2012).

Maintaining organismal fitness requires cross-talk

among these subnetworks and integration of infor-

mation from the external environment, which Martin

et al. (2011b) posit to be facilitated by a limited

number of molecules, termed integrators, each with

myriad connections across the network. Given this

proposed architecture, perturbation of one part of

a physiological regulatory network can have signifi-

cant consequences for other parts of the network

associated with different physiological systems

(Cohen et al. 2012). For example, the level of an

individual’s response to a pathogen or parasite is

determined by genetics, epigenetics, previous expo-

sure to pathogens and parasites, nutritional and

physiological state, and environmental conditions.

Therefore, to accurately predict the level of immu-

nological responses, researchers must reveal how nu-

merous physiological systems interact to create the

expressed phenotype (Schulenburg et al. 2009;

Martin et al. 2011b; Cohen et al. 2012). Developing

an accurate physiological network requires a detailed

knowledge of the molecules involved in numerous

physiological processes. Once complete, physiological

regulatory networks have the potential to illuminate

constraints on the evolution of adaptive immune re-

sponses, as well as constraints imposed by acclimat-

ing to changes in environmental conditions and

emerging diseases (Ardia et al. 2011; Cohen et al.

2012). Expanding our knowledge of signaling mole-

cules involved in immune responses of both model

and non-model organisms, as illustrated by

Fassbinder-Orth (2014), has great potential for aug-

menting such knowledge in the context of

ecoimmunology.

Although our understanding of physiological reg-

ulatory networks is far from complete, integrators

provide a useful framework for thinking about

mechanisms that mediate immune responses. Much

research has focused on endocrine hormones as po-

tential integrators of the vertebrate system because

endocrine hormones mediate communication be-

tween different systems of the body, are involved in

regulations of physiology and behavior, and are par-

ticularly likely to shape interactions across physiolog-

ical systems and overall immune phenotypes

(Besedovsky and del Rey 1996; Martin et al. 2008;

Demas et al. 2011a). Sex hormones (e.g., estradiol,

testosterone, and progesterone), leptin, glucocorti-

coids (cortisol and corticosterone), and melatonin

have received the most attention as vertebrate inte-

grators. Because each of these hormones deals with

functions of life history and homeostasis (e.g., sex

hormones and reproduction, leptin and energy bal-

ance, and glucocorticoids and stress), numerous

studies have sought to understand how they may

coordinate immune changes during various periods

of an animal’s life (Ahmed et al. 1985; Schuurs and

Verheul 1990; Hotchkiss and Nelson 2002; Martin

et al. 2008; French et al. 2011; Demas and Nelson

2012a). As interactions among these hormones and

the immune system have been reviewed extensively

elsewhere (Ahmed et al. 1985; Schuurs and Verheul

1990; Hotchkiss and Nelson 2002; Martin et al. 2008;

French et al. 2011; Demas and Nelson 2012a), we do

not treat this topic at length here. However, it is

important to note that although many of these hor-

mones were first investigated in a particular animal

class there is mounting evidence that similar mech-

anisms exist across animal classes. For example, while

the initial focus of research on leptin was in mam-

mals, a sequence for leptin was recently found in a

bird, the Peregrine falcon (Falco peregrinus) (Prokop

et al. 2014). Additionally, most work on hormonal

responses to stress has focused on the role of gluco-

corticoids in vertebrates, but there is mounting evi-

dence that signaling molecules associated with the

stress responses in invertebrates are also involved in

regulations of immune responses (Adamo 2014).

Such studies suggest that while the precise identity

of integrators may vary across taxa, the principle of

integrators may hold widespread relevance.

Molecules that act exclusively intracellularly, and

do not circulate systemically like hormones, can also

induce pleiotropic effects and act as integrators. For
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example, hypoxia inducible factors (HIFs) are tran-

scriptional factors upregulated when cellular oxygen

levels fall; they can affect numerous physiological

systems (Bracken et al. 2003). When upregulated,

HIF in turn upregulates genes associated with in-

flammation, antibody production, erythrocyte pro-

duction, iron transport, angiogenesis, and energy

metabolism (Bracken et al. 2003; Baze et al. 2010;

Majmundar et al. 2010). Similarly, NF-�� is involved

in the regulation of innate immunity and inflamma-

tory gene expression, and is also induced by hypoxia

(Hayden and Ghosh 2008; Cummins et al. 2010). As

such, intracellular regulatory factors such as HIF and

NF-�� help explain mechanistic links between phys-

iological systems.

Although some interactions among systems within

the physiological regulatory network are highly con-

strained because of pleiotropic genetic effects, it is

important to remember that interactions between

these systems are not always static. Rather, the struc-

ture of interactions between systems can change over

time, for example during development and with ac-

climation to new environmental conditions (Ardia

et al. 2011). A better understanding of how these

systems interact within organisms at different time-

scales (within a lifetime versus on an evolutionary

time-scale) will improve predictions and models

about how changes in one system will affect other

systems and how organisms acclimate to changing

environments. As discussed earlier, selection acts on

the whole organisms rather than on single traits. As

such, interactions between physiological systems that

lead to trade-offs within an individual’s lifetime may

be altered by selection so that these trade-offs are

absent on an evolutionary time-scale (Downs et al.

2012). For example, mice selected for high voluntary

wheel-running have elevated circulating baseline cor-

ticosterone levels (Girard and Garland 2002; Malisch

et al. 2007, 2008). Despite the well-documented link

between chronic exposure to elevated corticosterone

and suppressed immune function (Buchanan 2000;

Sapolsky et al. 2000), these mice did not have re-

duced inflammatory response, suggesting that a com-

pensatory mechanism had evolved that broke the

relationship between these systems (Downs et al.

2012). Similarly, all trade-offs causes by limited re-

sources occur at the within-individual level and are

thus temporary (Downs and Dochtermann 2014).

Further elucidation of the structure and plasticity

of physiological regulatory networks will undoubt-

edly help researchers understand how such trade-offs

among immune and other traits can vary so widely

across levels of biological organization.

Immunological traits as mechanisms

As described in the previous sections, when investi-

gating immunological phenotypes genetic, epige-

netics, environmental influences, and interactions

among physiological systems are mechanisms

(Fig. 1). When describing patterns at scales above

the individual, these mechanisms are still important;

however, for higher-order patterns the phenotypes

expressed by the individual can themselves be con-

sidered mechanisms. As such, understanding immu-

nological traits helps improve predictions and

explanations in fields such as life-history theory, dis-

ease ecology, and organismal ecology.

Ecoimmunology as a mechanism in

life-history theory

Are mechanisms important for understanding the

evolution of life-history traits and life-history trade-

offs? One school of thought argues that life-history

theory only involves predictions about the main fea-

tures of life cycles, but not the mechanisms that drive

these trade-offs (Stearns 2011). For example, theory

predicts that long-lived species should favor current

survival and future reproduction over current repro-

duction (Williams 1966). Within this perspective,

knowledge of mechanisms is unnecessary for under-

standing variation in life-history strategies because

basic theory successfully predicts the main features

of life cycles (Flatt et al. 2011). Proponents of this

view argue further that most studies of the mecha-

nisms underlying life histories have not improved the

predictive power of theory, with the possible excep-

tion of antagonistic pleiotropy (Stearns 2011). The

alternative perspective is that theory also includes

predictions about the mechanisms that mediate rela-

tionships among main features of life cycles (Flatt

et al. 2011). In this second perspective, physiological

mechanisms play an essential role in regulating and

constraining the evolution of life-history trade-offs

(Sibly and Calow 1986; Zera and Harshman 2001;

Ricklefs and Wikelski 2002). Although progress

may be in early stages, understanding the mecha-

nisms that underlie life-history traits will improve

predictions about extant variation in, and evolution

of, life-history strategies (Flatt et al. 2011).

Within this second framework, ecoimmunology

can help explain existing patterns in life-history strat-

egies and trade-offs that arise between traits and

immune function (e.g., Sheldon and Verhulst 1996;

Lochmiller and Deerenberg 2000; Lee 2006). One

recent attempt to explain how physiological traits

mediate life-history traits is the life-history/physio-

logical nexus or pace-of-life hypothesis (Ricklefs

344 C. J. Downs et al.
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and Wikelski 2002). This hypothesis extends previous

theoretical work incorporating physiological mecha-

nisms into life-history theory, and posits that

immune defenses, endocrine signaling, and metabo-

lism are key physiological processes that shape life

histories (Sibly and Calow 1986; Zera and

Harshman 2001; Reznick et al. 2002; Ricklefs and

Wikelski 2002). The pace-of-life hypothesis makes

testable predictions about how physiological traits

should relate to each other and with life histories.

For example, the pace-of-life hypothesis posits that

slow-paced species should have lower metabolic

rates, lower inflammatory immune responses, and

higher constitutive immune responses than do fast-

paced species (Ricklefs and Wikelski 2002; Lee 2006).

Sandmeier and Tracy (2014) argue that the pace-

of-life hypothesis is based on endothermic animals,

which may bias its predictions about immune func-

tion. By explicitly including considerations of body

temperature and metabolic rate, two important as-

pects of ectotherms’ physiology, they extend the

pace-of-life hypothesis to make predictions about

how patterns of investment in immune function

differ between ectotherms and endotherms

(Sandmeier and Tracy 2014). This work demon-

strates how studies of physiological phenotypes as

mechanism of higher-order phenomenon can actu-

ally lead to advances in theory.

If predictions from the pace-of-life hypothesis are

supported by research, then this mechanistic under-

standing of life histories will improve the ability to

predict how organisms and populations will respond

to environmental changes, both natural and anthro-

pogenic (e.g., Martin et al. 2010). An improved un-

derstanding of such mechanisms will also help

scientists make more specific predictions about the

timing of events in an individual’s life cycle and

allow individual variation to be better integrated

into theory. Because models of population dynamics

are based on estimates of life-history traits (e.g.,

probability of annual survival and annual reproduc-

tive success), understanding these mechanisms, and

their variation, at the level of the individual will also

improve models of population dynamics and inform

conservation and management plans.

Common approaches to test the links between

immune function and existing patterns of life histo-

ries include combinations of experimentally altering

investment in life-history traits (e.g., Gustafsson et al.

1994; Nordling et al. 1998; Hõrak et al. 1999; Ardia

et al. 2003), experimentally inducing an immune

challenge to individuals with different life-history

patterns (e.g., Moreno et al. 2001; Bonneaud et al.

2003; Sanz et al. 2004), or correlating life-history

traits with immune capacity using simple immune

assays (e.g., Moreno et al. 2005; Martin et al. 2007;

Lee et al. 2008). When exploring interspecific pat-

terns of life-history traits and immune function,

the latter approach often involves looking at averages

of traits for species instead of accounting for intra-

specific variation, making it difficult to draw conclu-

sions about how individual variation in immune

capacity affects investment in life-history patterns

(Downs and Dochtermann 2014). When investigat-

ing patterns across individuals within a species,

immune capacity often is correlated with a trait

that is a proxy for survival, reproduction, or both,

and rarely are true values of fitness obtained (but see

Nussey et al. 2014). Experiments in which invest-

ment in a life-history trait is manipulated, inform

hypotheses about how investment in reproduction

influences investment in immune responses. They

do not necessarily inform hypotheses about how in-

vestment in immune function alter investment in

reproduction because life-history theory suggests

that some traits should be better protected than

others because within a life-history strategy some

traits are given higher priority (Stearns 1992).

Although these approaches have provided invaluable

information of physiological trade-offs with immune

function, and have helped to begin to tease apart

the complicated interactions among physiological

systems, including the immune system, there are lim-

itations when interpreting data from ecoimmunolo-

gical studies regarding how immune phenotypes

inform life-history theory.

A common problem with integrating immune

phenotypes into life-history theory is that the

immune system is complex and interacts with

other physiological systems (Lee 2006; Martin

et al. 2006; Matson et al. 2006; Demas et al.

2011a; Demas and Nelson 2012a). Conclusions

about immunocompetence often are drawn from

simple assays that do not necessarily correspond

with how an individual responds when challenged

by a parasite or pathogen, the history of exposure to

parasite and pathogen for individuals is often un-

known, and it is difficult to take repeated measure

from individuals (Keil et al. 2001; Adamo 2004;

Viney et al. 2005; Pedersen and Babayan 2011).

Interpretations of field experiments will improve as

connections among physiological systems are ex-

plored further (Martin et al. 2011b; Cohen et al.

2012), as simple immune assays are correlated

with outcomes of infections and fitness characteris-

tics (Viney et al. 2005; Demas et al. 2011b; Graham

et al. 2011; Pedersen and Babayan 2011), and as

new techniques are introduced that allow
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researchers to better quantify the immune system of

individuals in natural systems (Boughton et al. 2011;

Demas et al. 2011b). These are not mutually exclu-

sive problems, as new techniques will help develop

understanding of physiological regulatory networks

(see above) and inform the relationship between

simple immune assays, immune responses to chal-

lenges, and fitness characteristics.

One of the best ways to understand how selection

acts on immune phenotypes in relationship to life-

history traits is to explore the true fitness conse-

quences of different immune responses (Graham

et al. 2011). Such studies are difficult, but with

thoughtful consideration, researchers can identify

powerful study organisms in natural settings, such

as the free-living Soay sheep (Ovis aries) on the

outer Hebrides islands of Scotland (Graham et al.

2010; Brown et al. 2013; Nussey et al. 2014). A

recent study of antibody production in these animals

revealed complex relationships between different

types of antibodies with survival overwinter, parasite

load, and body mass (Nussey et al. 2014). By adapt-

ing tools developed for veterinary research, this study

showed that the immune response in wild animals is

complex, and has important effects on the health and

life histories of wild animals (Garnier and Graham

2014; Nussey et al. 2014).

To truly understand how immune phenotypes

correlate with life-history traits and how life-history

traits shape immune phenotypes we also need to

tease apart acclimated, plastic responses from evolved

responses (Schmid-Hempel 2003). Evidence from

domestic and laboratory animals indicate that

immune responses are heritable and predictive of

survival and reproductive capacity (Schmid-Hempel

2003). For example, antibody titers both can be al-

tered by artificial selection and predict survival in

chickens (Siegel and Gross 1980; Sun et al. 2011).

However, immune responses in the wild are highly

plastic and depend on availability of resources, stage

of the annual cycle, parasite loads in the environ-

ment, and history of exposure to parasites, among

other factors (Lee 2006; Buehler et al. 2008; Love

et al. 2008; Pedersen and Babayan 2011; Horrocks

et al. 2012; Bashir-Tanoli and Tinsley 2014).

Experiments across multiple generations in the wild

must be conducted to assess the quantitative genetics

underlying immune responses and the heritability of

these traits.

Ecoimmunology as a mechanism in disease ecology

In addition to helping link physiology and the evo-

lution of life history, understanding how, and why,

immune defenses vary will reveal important mecha-

nisms underlying the dynamics of disease both at

ecological and evolutionary time-scales (Adelman

et al. 2014). Although classic epidemiological

models assume random variation in organisms’

responses to infection (Anderson and May 1979),

recent work has shown that incorporating more

realistic details of such heterogeneity can improve

predictions of the spread and persistence of patho-

gens. For example, in many infectious diseases, indi-

vidual variation in infectiousness follows a highly

skewed distribution, with very few individuals caus-

ing the majority of new cases (Woolhouse et al.

1997). In a study of one such disease, severe acute

respiratory syndrome, Lloyd-Smith et al. (2005)

illustrated that models incorporating this heterogene-

ity predicted rarer, more rapidly-spreading epidemics

and argued for use of different types of public health

interventions than did models assuming more nor-

mally-distributed variation in infectiousness. In addi-

tion, models of host–pathogen coevolution have

shown that the precise nature of trade-offs between

immune defenses and other life-history traits can

greatly alter the evolution of a pathogen’s virulence,

or its propensity to harm infected hosts (Best et al.

2009). Recent advances in theoretical modeling also

have enabled increased integration of within-organ-

ism processes (e.g., immune-mediated reductions in

pathogens’ replication) and between-organism pro-

cesses (e.g., transmission of pathogens) (Alizon and

van Baalen 2008; Mideo et al. 2008; Day et al. 2011).

Although accurately parameterizing such models can

prove challenging, theoreticians and empiricists have

begun to forge partnerships across disciplines, pro-

ducing models that incorporate immunological de-

tails to predict the dynamics of infectious diseases

more accurately (Alizon and van Baalen 2008; Day

et al. 2011; Hawley and Altizer 2011; Klein et al.

2014). For example, by modeling both host

immune defenses and within-host evolution of the

hepatitis C virus, Luciani and Alizon (2009)

showed that cross-reactivity of immune responses

can be a crucial determinant of the chronicity of

infection and the probability of transmission.

Similarly, understanding the mechanisms that affect

survival following infection will help improve man-

agement decisions when new diseases emerge.

For example, a literature review of the survival

of different amphibian species infected with

Batrachochytrium dendrobatidis (Bd) underscores

the complicated interactions between genetics and

environment that drive disease outcomes. New geno-

mics approaches will help unlock these interactions

by identifying key genomic traits that enhance
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survival after infection with Bd and thus focus con-

servation priorities on those species and regions most

likely to be saved (Longo et al. 2014).

On area of particular importance in linking

ecoimmunology and disease ecology is elucidating

the mechanisms that underlie two distinct classes of

responses to infection: resistance and tolerance.

Resistance involves reducing pathogen numbers

(i.e., a host’s ability to kill invading organisms),

whereas tolerance involves minimizing fitness losses

per unit pathogen (Caldwell et al. 1958; Simms 2000;

Råberg et al. 2009). Although tolerant hosts may not

substantially reduce the numbers of an invading

pathogen, they can maintain a higher degree of fit-

ness in the face of infection. Given that hosts that are

tolerant or resistant can harbor very different levels

of pathogens, survive for different lengths of time, or

both, theoretical studies have shown that tolerance

and resistance can have complex, sometimes oppo-

site, consequences for the prevalence of diseases and

for the evolution both of pathogens and hosts (Boots

et al. 2009). For instance, in a classic model of the

evolution of hosts, Roy and Kirchner (2000) showed

that if resistance begins spreading through a host

population, prevalence of the pathogen will decrease,

which in turn reduces the fitness advantages of

maintaining resistance. By contrast, if tolerance

spreads through a host’s population, the prevalence

of the pathogen will increase, further increasing the

fitness advantage of tolerance, potentially driving this

trait to fixation. Although this example illustrates

that tolerance and resistance can set hosts’ popula-

tions on very different evolutionary trajectories, to

fully understand the causes and consequences of tol-

erance and resistance, we must understand the phys-

iological mechanisms that underlie differences in

tolerance and resistance.

Although botanists have long-studied tolerance

from a phenomenological perspective (Caldwell

et al. 1958), immunologists have focused almost ex-

clusively on mechanisms of resistance. As such, little

work has addressed the possible physiological mech-

anisms that underlie tolerance. Recently, however,

several authors have proposed that reductions in

certain types of immune responses may facilitate

tolerance (Råberg et al. 2009; Sears et al. 2011).

Specifically, in vertebrates, inflammatory responses

effectively kill a broad array of pathogens, and also

induce significant damage to a host’s own tissues,

which could lead to a trade-off between resistance

and tolerance. Long et al. (2008) showed support

for this idea, as mice, in which a key pro-inflamma-

tory signal had been blocked, showed reduced pa-

thology (loss of mass; anemia), but higher internal

levels of pathogen, during infection with rodent ma-

laria (i.e., greater tolerance). Similarly, during infec-

tion with Mycoplasma gallisepticum, house finches

with lower levels of pro-inflammatory signaling ex-

hibited less severe pathology (loss of mass; conjunc-

tivitis) for a given level of pathogen (again, greater

tolerance) (Adelman et al. 2013). Although these ex-

amples suggest inflammatory signaling may help

shape resistant versus tolerant phenotypes, the tools

to assess markers of inflammation currently are lim-

ited in non-model organisms, hindering comparative

work on the topic. Recent work by Fassbinder-Orth

(2014), however, illustrates how researchers can

adapt techniques based on gene-expression to mea-

sure myriad immune signals in non-models. With

tools such as these in hand, ecoimmunologists will

be able to probe inflammatory responses more accu-

rately and address whether these responses truly un-

derlie differences in resistance and tolerance.

Expanding the ecoimmunologist’s
toolkit

In order to expand our knowledge of the mecha-

nisms that link immune systems with other physio-

logical processes and with population-level

phenomena, ecoimmunologists must continue to di-

versify and refine laboratory and field techniques.

Although adapting techniques from more traditional,

laboratory-based disciplines has been an important

focus in ecoimmunology to date, progress in this

area faces a number of challenges. For example, the

development of species-specific reagents, antibodies,

and probes can be expensive and time-consuming,

and often requires volumes of samples not easily at-

tainable in many species. One reasonably effective

approach to this limitation has been to acquire com-

mercially available reagents for closely (or sometimes

not-so-closely) related model systems and adapt

them for use in one’s own study organism (e.g., by

altering dilutions or sequences). Although this ap-

proach has allowed for slow but steady progress in

a number of species, including addressing relation-

ships between immune phenotypes and organismal

fitness in wild mammals (Graham et al. 2010), it

continues to hamper meaningful cross-species com-

parisons. That is, the lack of species-specific reagents

does not allow one to determine with sufficient con-

fidence whether observed differences across species

reflect true biological differences or merely technical

differences (e.g., how well the heterologous labeling

antibodies bind across different species). These and

other technical limitations have tempered the im-

pressive growth in the field of ecoimmunology.
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Despite these limiting forces, the current ecoim-

munology toolkit has the potential to expand at an

unprecedented rate, yielding new challenges to

choosing techniques and standardizing protocols

across studies (Boughton et al. 2011; Demas et al.

2011b). The costs of powerful new laboratory and

field technologies have fallen dramatically in the

past decade, opening the potential for ecoimmunol-

ogists and integrative biologists to uncover new

physiological and ecological mechanisms driving

their study systems. For example, the adaptation of

traditional enzyme-linked immunosorbent assay

(ELISA) techniques to novel systems can open up a

range of questions about the dynamics of diseases in

wild systems (Garnier and Graham 2014). In addi-

tion, the development of multiplex technologies for

gene expression enables quantification of a wide

range (and large number) of cytokines, chemokines,

and immunologically-relevant markers in very small

quantities of biological fluids (Bonneaud et al. 2011;

Fassbinder-Orth 2014). Similarly, passive integrated

transponders (PIT tags) can be affixed to wild ani-

mals from crickets to panthers, and read at any

number of radio frequency identification stations,

enabling both the monitoring of whole-organism re-

sponses to infection, including fever and reduced lo-

comotion, as well as changes in inter-individual rates

of contact (Bonter and Bridge 2011; Bridge and

Bonter 2011; Adelman et al. 2014).

As these technologies have been developing at an

accelerated pace, the questions ecoimmunologists

hope to answer have also expanded. Increasingly,

empirical studies and review papers seek direct,

mechanistic links among individual variations in

immune responses, other life-history traits, defenses

against parasites, spread of disease, and, ultimately,

fitness (Adelman et al. 2010; French et al. 2011;

Graham et al. 2011). In addition, as cross-species

reagents become more reliable and powerful, ecoim-

munology can provide further insights into the com-

plexities of pathogens that spread among multiple

species of hosts (Previtali et al. 2012). Without

tools that reliably link immune responses with the

outcome of infection across species, we remain

highly limited in our understanding of why species

infected with the same pathogen differ so greatly in

their resistance and tolerance, and what these differ-

ences mean for the persistence and evolution of

pathogens (Kurtenbach et al. 2002; Rigaud et al.

2010). Answering such questions could cut across

levels of biological organization, informing not only

our understanding of how host–pathogen interac-

tions influence ecological communities, but how,

and when, diseases jump across species—an issue

of critical importance to the health both of

humans and wildlife (Daszak et al. 2000; Keesing

et al. 2010; Jones et al. 2008). Although the new

technologies discussed here have allowed for substan-

tial improvements in both breadth and depth within

the still infant field of ecoimmunology; sustained

progress in this area, however, will be necessary in

order for the field to continue to mature.

Conclusions

A key goal of the 2014 SICB symposium on

Mechanisms and Methods in Ecological Immunology

was to confront the challenges discussed above, as

well as others, with the important goal of enhancing

ecoimmune investigations into the physiological

basis of life-history trade-offs; the development of

low-cost biomarkers for susceptibility to disease;

and the investigation of the ecophysiological under-

pinnings of disease ecology, behavior, and the coevo-

lution of host–parasite systems. Presentations in the

symposium addressed the technical advances in, and

crossover technologies from, disciplines associated

with ecoimmunology, for example, genomics

(Longo et al. 2014), neuroendocrine regulation

(Adamo 2014), remote biomonitoring (Adelman

et al. 2014), ELISAs for non-model species (Garnier

and Graham 2014), and microsphere ELISAs

(Fassbinder-Orth 2014) and how these advances

can help us understand the mechanistic basis of im-

munological variability in wild species. There was

also a focus on new statistical modeling techniques

that will help address hypotheses at multiple levels of

organization simultaneously (Downs and

Dochtermann 2014). Given the rate at which new

technologies are becoming available to all integrative

biologists, not just ecoimmunologists, we will con-

tinue to face significant challenges of incorporating

new methods. Through continued dialog and collab-

oration, however, we can ensure that the field of

ecoimmunology is ready to confront these challenges.
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